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No wonder technical devices take the first place in the list of modern miracles. Photography 
should be mention at the top of the list. Photography is the process, activity and art of creating still 
or moving pictures by recording on film or an electronic sensor. 
Photography is a purely technical miracle. It is the result of combining several technical 
discoveries. Invented at the beginning of the 19th century, photography seemed to be able to 
capture more details and information than traditional media, such as painting and sculpting. Joseph 
Niépce made the first permanent photo from nature with a camera obscura in 1826. The modern 
cameras evolved from this. New technological trends in digital photography opened a new direction 
in full spectrum photography in 1960, where careful filtering choices across the ultraviolet, visible 
and infrared rays have led to new artistic visions. Full spectrum photography proves to benefit 
greatly in fine art photography, geology, forensics and law enforcement. And even some people 
claim it is used in ghost hunting. Photo used in some ways. First, commercial photos are those for 
which the photographer is paid for images rather than works of art. Second, photography is 
considered to be a modern art as well as music, painting, etc. Then, an amateur photography is 
when the photographer practices it as a hobby but not for profit. Moreover, in science photo can be 
used in recording events and data.  
Photo is not only a technical wonder as it allows you to keep the memory of remarkable 
moments, such as a child's happiness, the end of the war, a moment of your victory, your parties. 
But some people do not like to be photographed because they argue it takes away some part of your 
soul. 
 
